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through the external ring in order that the external oblique muscle may Technique
be lifted forwards. (2) The needle (size No. 17) of the charged syringe
is inserted vertically over the site of the internal ring until its point
is felt to pierce the aponcurosis. (3) Before making the injection the
plunger of the syringe is withdrawn to ensure that no considerable vessel
has been entered. (4) The injection is then made slowly, the needle being
moved from time to time. (5) The syringe is withdrawn and the area
dusted with talc powder. The truss is reapplied before the patient rises
from the couch and must on no account be disturbed until the time of
the next injection. When the hernia is so small that the scrotum cannot
be inverted, the needle is inserted directly into the region of the internal
ring which is situated half an inch above the centre of the inguinal
(Poupart's) ligament.
The injections are repeated every four to seven days depending upon Repetition
the degree of reaction. After a few injections a hard mass forms deep Continuation
in the inguinal region. At the end of a month the injections are dis- of injections
continued for a fortnight, the truss still being kept in position. It is then
removed with the patient lying down, and he is asked to cough; if there
is no impulse the patient is examined again in a fortnight, this time
in the erect posture, and if again there is no impulse the truss may be
discontinued, at first at night only but after another month altogether
except during severe exertion. During the period of treatment there is
seldom much pain, but there may be a bruised feeling with some aching;
and there may be sensations of heat referred to the genitals and the
perineum. These symptoms soon subside, and the truss must not be
removed in the hope of relief.
From ten to thirty injections may be necessary, the average being about Duration of
twenty. The treatment continues over a period of from three to six treatmeflf
months.
(<:/) The Use of Living Fascia! Sutures
This method, which was introduced into the surgery of hernia by
Gallic and Le Mesurier, established a new principle in the operation.
Not only do the fascial strips act as sutures but they become incor-
porated with the living tissues and remain as permanent additions to
the region where they are introduced. They further stimulate the growth
of new and strong fibrous tissue.
Thus they may be used to build a barrier of new tissue in the space indications
between structures that cannot be brought into apposition. They may
also reinforce ordinary sutures when the tissues are obviously poor or in
cases in which recurrence of hernia has shown that the tissues cannot
be relied upon to heal soundly. The existence of this state of the tissues
is shown by the fact that, in some few cases, herniae which have been
thoroughly repaired by experienced surgeons may recur almost at once.
The fascial strips can sometimes be obtained from neighbouring Source of
structures such as the tendon, of the external oblique muscle (Andrews). fascia stnps
When longer or large numbers of strands are required, the fascia
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